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Creator History

Richard Montgomery or his wife, Janet Livingston Montgomery (1738-1775) was an Irish-born American soldier known for his failed assault on Canada in 1775. His wife, Janet Livingston Montgomery, was a sister of Chancellor Robert R. Livingston. General Horatio Gates proposed marriage to Janet Montgomery after the war, though she declined.

Custodial History

Some material was originally received as part of the Bancroft collection.
Scope and Content Note

Several letters from Richard Montgomery or his wife, Janet Livingston Montgomery. Letters are dated September 24, 1775, from Richard Montgomery to Janet Montgomery; June 19, 1802 from Janet Montgomery to brother Robert R. Livingston in Paris; September 19th from Richard Montgomery to Lord Ranelegh at Matlock, England; and undated from Janet Montgomery to Horatio Gates. The letters concern personal matters, including Janet Montgomery’s refusal of Gates’ marriage proposal. Two letters are 19th century transcripts.
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Names
Gates, Horatio, 1728-1806 -- recipient
Livingston, Robert R., 1746-1813 -- recipient
Montgomery, Janet Livingston, 1743-1827
Ranelagh, Charles Wilkinson Jones, d. 1798 -- Viscount